Response to “Splash dispersal of *Phyllosticta citricarpa* conidia from infected citrus fruit” by Perryman *et al.* (2014)
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The study of splash dispersal of *Phyllosticta citricarpa* from infected citrus fruit by Perryman *et al.* (2014) was commissioned by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA; project EFSA-Q-2013-00011). Prior to its publication (Scientific Reports 4, Article number: 6568 doi:10.1038/srep06568), a report of this study (Perryman and West, 2014) was published as a supporting publication along with the “Scientific Opinion on the risk of *Phyllosticta citricarpa* (*Guignardia citricarpa*) for the EU territory with identification and evaluation of risk reduction options” (EFSA, 2014). The findings of this study were used by EFSA to demonstrate the hypothesised feasibility of longer-distance splash dispersal of *P. citricarpa* conidia from infected citrus fruit.

Perryman *et al.* (2014) concluded that “This study, using artificially inoculated fruit, demonstrates that conidia are able to be dispersed from discarded oranges at ground level to heights and distances that would allow deposition onto (susceptible) leaves of citrus trees growing in close proximity”. Whilst it can be argued that Perryman *et al.* (2014) demonstrated a theoretical possibility, the epidemiological probability of such dispersal leading to successful infection was not demonstrated and the inferences they draw from their study were not supported by the data. Moreover, their findings contradict multiple field studies with *P. citricarpa*, even under high-rainfall field conditions that should have supported splash dispersal from fruit if it was a likely prospect (Kiely, 1948; Wager, 1949; McOnie, 1965; Whiteside, 1967; Spósito *et al.*, 2007, 2008, 2011). Collectively, these studies showed that mature *P. citricarpa* conidia (also termed pycnidiospores) are embedded in a gelatinous / mucilaginous mass and emerge from pycnidia when wet. When the spore mass comes in contact with water, the mucilage dissolves and the spore suspension may then be washed down from lesions over short distances within the tree, leading to infection within a distance of less than 1 m from the source. Nowhere in literature is there any evidence of upward or long-distance horizontal splash-dispersal of conidia from infected citrus fruit to subsequently cause successful infection. In fact, Kiely (1948) concluded from the lack of airborne conidia and their predominant downward water dispersal that with regard to *P. citricarpa* infected fruit with pycnidia on the ground “their importance in providing water-borne inoculum is practically nil”. Water splash dispersal from lesions on fruit residing on
the ground would have to escape the still air “boundary layer”, which was demonstrated to severely limit dispersal for a number of pathogens (Aylor, 1978; Madelin and Madelin, 1994).

Perryman et al. (2014) demonstrated the mechanics of physical droplet dispersal but did not include sufficient biological data to complement it. Apart from splashes from orange fruit, this is not novel to existing scientific literature. Previous research (inter alia Fitt et al. 1982, 1989; Huber et al. 1996, 2006; Madden, 1992, 1997; McCartney et al., 2006; Travadon et al., 2007) showed that splash dispersal of fungal inoculum is essentially a short-range phenomenon. Perryman et al. (2014) likewise reported splash from droplet impact into spore suspensions or artificially inoculated fruit, with observation that some spores were transported short distances in the resultant splash. They subsequently infer biological significance under natural real-world conditions, but without any direct evidentiary support from the results of their study.

The laboratory study by Perryman et al. (2014) employed unrealistic methods and their findings therefore provide insufficient biological confirmation (i.e. that dispersal will lead to infection) to disprove prior scientific evidence of P. citricarpa conidium dispersal from studies conducted under orchard conditions (Kiely, 1948; Wager, 1949; McOnie, 1965; Whiteside, 1967; Spósito et al., 2007, 2008, 2011). Specific aspects in the methodology and interpretation of the results are criticised below:

1. Firstly, Perryman et al. (2014) used artificially inoculated oranges with lesions that were uncharacteristically large (c. 1-2 cm in diameter) and depressed, compared with naturally occurring CBS hard spot lesions that are typically <0.5 cm in diameter (Figure 1). Perryman et al. (2014) nonetheless considered that their artificial lesions were “typical ‘hard spot’ symptoms” and observed pycnidia after some 4–6 weeks. Several lesion-causing fungi typically occupy citrus fruit rinds (OEPP/EPPO, 2009), and Perryman et al. (2014) failed to confirm that their lesions were indeed caused by P. citricarpa (through back-isolation, morphological identification of conidia or PCR test). The lack of confirmation places some question as to the actual cause of these atypical lesions, especially since they used fruit that were “purchased commercially”. These fruit are mature, senescing and are resistant to natural P. citricarpa infection (Kotze, 1981; OEPP/EPPO, 2009).

2. Perryman et al. (2014) did not quantify the number of pycnidia per lesion, but we assume pycnidia were atypically abundant as uncharacteristically high quantities of conidia were obtained following simulated release conditions. Only a few pycnidia are normally observed in hard spot lesions (Kotze, 1981; OEPP/EPPO, 2009; Figure 1). Lourenço et al. (2012) observed 1 to 31 pycnidia in freckle spot lesions, which generally contain more pycnidia than a hard spot lesion. The freckle spots exuded 0 to 109 875 spores per lesion. This is significantly less than the 31 250 to 462 500 spores per mL reported by Perryman et al. (2014).
Figure 1. Typical Citrus Black Spot lesion caused by *Phyllosticta citricarpa* under natural field conditions (A) and lesions obtained from artificial inoculations of mature orange fruit [Fig.1c in Perryman *et al.* (2014)] (B). Average size of typical hard spot lesions are less than 3 mm (C) and larger pycnidia ‘nests’ can reach 0.7 mm, but are on average 0.16 mm in diameter (D).

(3) These uncharacteristically large and depressed lesions on artificially inoculated mature fruit, apparent abundance of pycnidia in lesions and high quantities of conidia obtained in these lesions following regular misting in the laboratory created an unrealistic and atypical situation. For example, this allowed for suspensions with unusually high spore loads to accumulate in the lesion depressions from which splash dispersal was subsequently simulated. Under natural conditions, CBS hard spot lesions do not resemble the symptoms illustrated by Perryman *et al.* (2014). Hard spots are considerably smaller and as droplets larger than 0.2 mL run off the citrus fruit surface, only water films are likely to occur on the rind.

(4) Perryman *et al.* (2014) used an excessively large droplet size to simulate rain splash. Raindrop sizes generally range from 0.5 to 4 mm, with size distribution quickly decreasing past diameters larger than 2.25 mm. The 5-mm droplets used by Perryman *et al.* (2014) are therefore in the largest and most infrequent droplet size range (Ulbrich, 1983; Villermaux and Bossa, 2009; McFarquhar, 2010), and therefore such large droplets striking a lesion would constitute a very rare event in nature. With these drops, Perryman *et al.* (2014) showed mostly short-distance droplet splash from oranges: 99.2% of all droplet sizes dispersed <50 cm from source, and splash heights reached a maximum of 41 cm with single 5-mm drops (<30 cm for 2.5-mm drops) and 61.7 cm in multiple splash experiments.

(5) Perryman *et al.* (2014) did not attempt to quantify the amount of spores that were dispersed from the artificially inoculated oranges, nor did they demonstrate the viability of these spores, but only stated that “[s]plash-droplets … were observed to contain conidia,”
whose numbers decreased with increasing height and distance”. Instead, Perryman et al. (2014) used dispersal data obtained from a spore suspension in a Petri dish to quantify spore dispersal, and invalidly inferred similar results in subsequent experiments of droplet splash from fruit.

(6) The experimental design of the Perryman et al. (2014) study was inadequate to demonstrate biological variation and therewith probability. For example, to simulate release of spores from an infected orange during a rain shower, the experiment was conducted on two artificially infected oranges, and spore release was enumerated twice only. For the frequency of conidia in splash droplets from a spore suspension in a Petri-dish, conidia were counted in ten droplets of each size range only and the means presented; this experiment was not repeated and therefore statistically questionable. To determine the presence of conidia in splashed droplets from artificially infected oranges, the experiment was conducted once from a 40-cm height and once from 11-m height in the rain-tower. In this experiment, the height and distance of droplet splash was quantified, but the spore concentration at source and number of conidia in the splashed droplets was not quantified (presence of conidia in droplets was observed only, but not measured in splash beyond 30 cm from source). In subsequent rain-tower experiments, the height and distance of droplet splash was quantified using water sensitive paper and videography, but conidia in the splashed droplets were evidently not quantified. Likewise, the amount of conidia in the splashed droplets was evidently not quantified in the experiments to simulate a rain shower event and the effect of wind on droplet dispersal. Therefore, Perryman et al. (2014) made a number of extrapolations in their conclusions that do not follow from the paucity of data and lack of replication, especially combined with simple physical splash dispersal experiments that did not quantify incorporation of conidia into droplets.

(7) Perryman et al. (2014) did not demonstrate any biological probability of long-distance splash dispersal of P. citricarpa conidia and failed to discuss their laboratory findings in context with the relevant scientific literature on this pathogen. Of particular concern, is Perryman et al. (2014)’s notion of aerosol dispersal of P. citricarpa conidia. They demonstrated that ballistic droplets with parabolic trajectories were relatively unaffected by wind, but that smaller splash droplets were affected by wind, and that the smallest droplets can become aerosolised to be dispersed much longer distances. Whilst these aerosolised droplets were evidently a minor proportion of splashed drops (Fig. 5b in their manuscript), the probability of these drops carrying conidia must be very small considering their finding that <1-mm droplets splashed from a spore suspension in a Petri-dish carried on average 1.7 spores. The aerosolised droplet spectrum is considerably smaller than 1 mm and should contain proportionally fewer conidia. Nonetheless, Perryman et al. (2014) stated for these aerosolised droplets that “[t]he number of fine droplets, despite carrying an average of only one spore, are very numerous” and that “the pathogen can be dispersed at least 8 m and to heights of at least 75 cm”. Because they did not study or quantify the incorporation of conidia into fine droplets, this statement was not substantiated by their findings, and the biological possibility of this happening from infected fruit with typical CBS lesions was not demonstrated. The epidemiologically probability thereof is not supported by field studies (Kiely, 1948; Wager, 1949; McOnie, 1965; Whiteside, 1967; Spósito et al., 2007, 2008, 2011).

To conclude, Perryman et al. (2014)’s findings are of little biological value as they did not attempt to demonstrate infection of a susceptible host subsequent to dispersal. The infectious potential of single spores randomly dispersed in small or aerosolised droplets should be considered in reference to conidium dispersal and subsequent inoculation in the orchard (Kiely, 1948; Wager, 1949; Whiteside, 1967; Spósito et al., 2011), which cannot be regarded as a random single-spore inoculation event. The infectious potential of a single spore is also
very poor as *P. citricarpa* conidia typically have low viability and are short-lived (Kiely, 1948) and the likelihood of single-spore inoculation leading to infections is negligent, considering the strenuous infection conditions of at least 12 hours wetness at optimal conditions that are required (Noronha, 2002; Wang and Dewdney, 2014). Given these characteristics of the pathosystem, the inoculum potential of *P. citricarpa* conidia is clearly low and a relatively high inoculum density would be required to initiate infection (Baker, 1978). In *P. citricarpa* infection studies, researchers had to revert to inoculum concentrations of at least 1,000 spores per mL sprayed to the point of run-off to get a realistic prospect of infection (Truter, 2010; Aguiar *et al.*, 2012). Aerosol dispersal of *P. citricarpa* conidia leading to successful infection is biologically improbable given the low infective potential of conidia (Kiely, 1948; Truter, 2010; Aguiar *et al.*, 2012), the rapid evaporation of droplets <100 µm and detrimental effects of desiccation and solar radiation on the viability of small hyaline spores (Madelin and Madelin, 1994), such as *P. citricarpa* conidia.

Whilst the study by Perryman *et al.* (2014) can be recognised for its physical demonstration of dispersal of water *droplets* resulting from the impaction of very large drops onto citrus fruit (with artificially created, depressed lesions), it cannot be regarded as evidence of splash dispersal of *P. citricarpa* conidia, given the afore-mentioned shortcomings and the fact that this theoretical possibility was not biologically demonstrated under realistic conditions. In general, findings from a laboratory study cannot directly be extrapolated to field conditions. Despite these shortcomings, the Perryman *et al.* (2014) paper is nonetheless regarded by EFSA as “groundbreaking” and was used in support of assessing the real world probability of transfer of *P. citricarpa* from naturally infected citrus fruit pathway as “moderately likely” (EFSA, 2014, 2015). This assessment, as well as the conclusion of Perryman *et al.* (2014), is in clear contradiction of the available scientific evidence (Kiely, 1948; Wager, 1949; Whiteside, 1967; Spósito *et al.*, 2007, 2008, 2011) and other pest risk assessments (South African CBS PRA, 2000-2009; USDA APHIS, 2010).
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